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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this paper describes methods for panel detection and recognition from the road side 

authorized traffic panel board (Text). It detects exact Green & yellow traffic panel from all the ordinary panels 

especially Devanagari panels. Input images can be the no. of warning panels or green panels and it is invariant 

to size so that it is scaled. After that the whatever information contain on input panel will be separated along 

with bounding boxes so that system can be easily understand the textual and non textual part using object 

segmentation and object extraction as well, then using OCR text will be recognize and extract also construct 

small additional dictionaries to increase the accuracy of the OCR and finally with the help of N-gram concept 

we can able to convert the extracted Devanagari text (Hindi) into international language(English). 

 

Keywords:  Color Segmentation, HSV, N-gram Algorithm, OCR, Object Extraction, Panel 

Detection, RGB. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In image processing blob analysis  often required to check some objects' shape and depending on the shapes it 

perform further object segmentation of a particular object or not. Identification of road side traffic panels 

correctly at the right place is very important for car drivers to make sure themselves and safe journey. But 

sometimes, due to the change of environmental condition or different viewing angles, traffic panels may be look 

difficult until it is too late. As there is increase the accident ratio due to the poor visibility and language problem 

of the road side traffic panels because in India most of the panels in Devanagari languages (like Tamil, Marathi, 

Hindi, Sanskrit, Telgu etc.) so that some of the peoples and especially foreigners cannot understand the meaning 

even can‟t read it therefore our system convert it into international language for their convenience. Once the 

correct panel detected by the system then using object extraction and segmentation all the objects will be box 

out for the better understanding i.e. separate text from input image after that text will be recognize and extract 

the only textual part by using OCR as well as our small dictionary for the better accuracy. OCR analyzes a static 

text document and the overall process is actually "off-line" process. OCR can able to capture live motions like 

the direction, the order in which segments are drawn and the way of putting down the pen how we lifting it.  

Near-neighbour analysis" can make use of co occurrence frequencies to correct errors. At last final text convert 
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it into English language using the concept of N-gram algorithm. Following fig shows the overall system 

architecture including all the phases. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: literature survey is in section 2. Proposed techniques for panel 

detection, text detection, text recognition and extraction & conversion are in section 3. Section 4 presents output 

snaps of the overall project and result analysis. & finally section 5 presents conclusions and future work. 

Following figure shows the overall system architecture:                            

 

Fig: System Architecture 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Off line Handwritten Character Recognition can be implementing by two ways that is, online character 

recognition and Offline character recognition and off-line character recognition will be further divided into 

machine printed and handwritten character recognition respectively. Off-line handwritten  Devanagari character 

recognition method proposed by Mahesh Jangid et al. [4] that uses three feature extraction techniques based on 
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recursive sub divisions of the character image, zone density of the pixel and leading distribution of neighbouring 

background to foreground pixels[14].  

Optical Character Recognition is a system that provides a full alphanumeric recognition of handwritten and 

printed characters at electronic speed just by scanning the text document [9]. Text Documents can be scanned 

using a scanner or we can also use capture image then scan it using scanner and then given to the OCR systems. 

OCR then recognizes the words or characters in the scanned document & converts them into ASCII data [9]. 

 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

 

Our Proposed methodology consists of four steps (1) Panel Detection. (2) Text Detection. (3)Text Recognition 

& Extraction. (4) Text Conversion. 

 

3.1 Panel Detection 

The objective of this system is to detect the presence or the absence of green-background and yellow-

background road traffic panels; it can be located on the right/left side of the highway road or above the road. 

System identify the traffic panels and warning panels using color segmentation(mapping).it divide the input 

colour image into three channels(R,G,B)of 8 mega-pixels of each especially for green-panels and HSV(Hue-

saturation-Value) for warning panels. Color characterized by three quantities: Hue- Dominant color as perceived 

by an observer (red, orange, or yellow), Saturation- Relative purity of color; pure spectrum colors are fully 

saturated (it is 1/α to the white light), Brightness- Achromatic notion of intensity it includes Chromaticity and 

Tri stimulus values []. Pre-processing step is must in panel detection it includes following steps:  

1. Rgb image will be converted into indexed image i.e. rgb2ind () 

2. Concatenate all the RGB channels of 8 mega-pixels of each. 

3. Then again convert RGB image into HSV using rgb2hsv () function in matlab. 

4. Set a particular threshold value of the both the HSV   and RGB panels. 

The thresholding is an important part of the color-level mapping class. It actually converts a grey image into a 

binary image that is an of 0/1 format. A binary image is usually stored as an unsigned byte of wave type. 

Sometimes this may appear to be wasteful, then it has advantages in terms of speed and also in allowing us to 

use some bits of each i.e. bits can be turned on or off for binary masking. The threshold operation, producing the 

binary threshold image & correlation value for the threshold quality. Following are some snaps of the panel 

detection stage in matlab:  
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Fig1: (a) Input image (b) panel detected image 

 

3.2 Text Detection 

K.P.Adhiya introduced Devanagari text detection methods from color image et.al [2]. Here we present a 

methodology for detecting text from printed colour document and recognize Devanagari printed Script (in Hindi 

language) from final detected text. For that we used object segmentation & extraction approach for detecting the 

static text from image. The resultant text image document will be passing to OCR for (reorganization) 

Identification purpose. In text detection it actually checks the presence or absence of the text (object) for that 

here system use object segmentation and object extraction. With the help of object segmentation we can separate 

all the objects (text) and using bwlabel () function labelled the connected components respectively. As well as 

we remove all the small objects using bwareaopen () function in matlab so that all the small objects which has 

less than 30 pixels will be automatically removed from the image. For that we have to convert the rgb image 

into gray image and using im2bw () convert it into black & white image as well [2]. 

    

Fig: 2 (a) Original image (b) Text Detected image 

Following are the steps of Text Detection in matlab: 

1. To detect text we perform object segmentation and object extraction for the separation of the entire object 

which in kind of text and image. 

2. Then we convert the colored(rgb) image into grayscale using rgb2gray 

3. Then we find the graythreshold for gray intensity and covert to black and white using im2bw. 

4. Bwareaopen function can be use to remove the smaller objects in image less than 10 pixels or 30 pixels. 

5.  Then we label the image using bwlabel with 8-way connectivity i.e. to find all objects in image. 
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6. Then we plot the bounding box around those objects which comes under above condition only assume that it 

would be the text. 

 

3.3 Text Recognition & Extraction 

Optical character recognition is the electronic conversion of binary images of printed as well as handwritten text 

into m/c-encoded text. It is mostly used as a type of data entry from the printed text documents, whether 

invoices, passport documents, computerized receipts, bank statements, printouts of static-data, mail, business 

cards.OCR is method of digitizing printed/handwritten texts therefore it can be easily searched, edited, stored 

more compactly, displayed off line or on-line, and used in machine processes like text-to-speech, machine 

translation, text mining and key data [5]. We can also increased the accuracy of OCR by making own small 

dictionary for particulars i.e. if the recognition output is constrained by a lexicon means [3] for example, all the 

words in the English language for a specific field. But sometimes this method can be difficult if the any printed 

or handwritten document contains words not in the lexicon means proper nouns.  

We can use own handmade dictionary to influence the character or word segmentation step, for improved 

accuracy [3].OCR read each and every detected character bound by small rectangular boxes, after reading OCR 

compare each character with trained dataset and recognizes every character and places it along the original 

character in mat files, but due to variation in font, font size sometimes it fails to recognize in that case we can 

use our own Devanagari dictionary so that when OCR recognize false selection we compare those with our 

dictionary and replace it by using mat files. This helps to increase the accuracy of OCR. Following are some 

snaps of matlab which shows how OCR works: 

 

Fig: 3(a) OCR recognize text 
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Fig: 3(b) Using own dictionary OCR modified text 

 

Fig: 3 (c) Text Extractions. 

 

3.4 Text Conversion 

An n-gram is nothing but the sub-sequences of n elements from a particular given sequence. It is used in 

different statistical NLP‟s and genetic sequence analysis. The items in query may be words, characters or base 

pairs according to the application. For example, the sequence of characters "Indian army " has a 3-gram of 

("Ind", "ndi", "dia", "ian ", "an, n", ...), and has a 2-gram of ("In", "nd", "di", "ia", "an ", " n", ...).Output of n-

gram can be uses for Statistical machine translation and Spell checking. N-gram can be defining the tail of the 

list of sentences or words used by every recursive call, i.e. thus we can determine each and every tail of words 

list as well as complete list. Using N-Gram we can extract 1
st
 „n‟ element or item from every words list. Hence it 

is also called mapping over the data, size 1 of n-gram can be referred as unigram, size 2 referred as bigram,3 

referred as trigram,4 will be four gram and so on. 

N-gram language model proposed by Michael Flor et al. [4] .which is very efficient technique for pattern (text, 

word, letters etc) matching. It uses pattern matching and extraction algorithm. It check for a particular word or 

we can say letter picked from base dictionary check it in every dictionary row wise, and increase the counter as 

he found some matches by checking rows. Whose count having highest count that line will pick and consider as 

final match found string. Also make Devanagari to English conversion dictionary also, check the index number 

of final string and pick it from conversion dictionary.  

In such way we can convert the any kind of Devanagari text into English just we should maintain proper 

dictionary for every panels or we can say set of data. Various types of n-gram first one is „unigram‟ in this we 

check single item with every one, second is „bigram „which operate on two letters and last one is „trigram‟ uses 

three letters,‟ fourgram‟uses four letters and so on[4].  
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Following snapshots will clear the idea of n gram n conversion technique. 

 

      

 

 

                                 

Fig: 4 (a) Dictionary for Devanagari to English conversion (matlab). (b) Sorted string with 

meaning using N-gram and    dictionary approach (matlab). (c) Final string of conversion 

(matlab). (d) System extraction output (window). (e)Result of text conversion (Devanagari to 

English conversion). 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper, we presented new techniques for the traffic panel‟s detection, extraction and not least for conversion 

also. Many works has been done in the same research but no one make the complete whole package of all this 

things. In this paper we use color segmentation for panel detection either green or yellow from the background 

image which gives near about 95% accuracy. Next is text detection for that we use object extraction and 

segmentation concept which smartly separate all the objects (text) gives 90% accuracy. Text recognition and 

Extraction gives 99% result but using our own dictionary only. By using OCR trained dataset it gives 80% accuracy 

but by applying concept of additional dictionary it gives finally 99% result. For text conversion we use N-gram 

algorithm which checks the overall probability of single letter throughout the whole dictionary, it gives 99 % result. 

In future we can improve the dictionary data for more accurate result as the more efficient dictionary will gives 

more correct results. We will focus on text extraction and detection for better n accurate accuracy as well as on area 

also in an automatic way. 
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